INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1.0 Locate angles (item 30) and install rivnuts (item 121) as shown.

2.0 Using bottom panel as a template, place panel onto frame to determine if mounting holes are present. If so then proceed to step 4.0, if not go to step 3.0.

3.0 Attach angles (item 30) to bottom panel (item 25) with screws (item 5) in locations shown. Then using bottom panel as a template mark locations on front, rear and side diagonal frame members. Drill 0.397 dia (10 mm) holes and install rivnuts (item 121).

4.0 Install angles (item 30) to rear frame member with screws (item 5) or existing hardware.

5.0 Install bottom panel (item 25) and secure with screws (item 5).

6.0 With bottom panel mounted install edge trim (item 15) as shown.

SEE SEPARATE PARTS LIST